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456: Ord^ri 





...nice 
scarf/ 



But we don’t know 
Mow many I gotta 
fight after this. 
I can’t go all-out 

right from the 
start/ 

C’mon, 
Natsu/ 
Give it 

your all/ . <] If you gave 
it all you 
got, you 

could take 
him down in 

no time/ 
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Macro... 



Even if we 
manage to 
survive this 

battle, we know 
that bigger 

forces are on 
their way... 

Everybody’s 
scared/ My knees 

Max...^ have been knock¬ 
ing since this 

started/ 





The minute 

I give up, 

that's when 

all is lost! 



Lucy’s 
place... 

/ 



What's wWh 
you?/ First you 
help yourself to 

my bathtub,.. 

...and now you 
expect me to 

join you?/ This 
is ludicrous/ 
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Ch^pf 45r: Brittle 





You’re 
not cute 
enough. 

I know I’ve 
seen you 

somewhere 
before. 
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eifman'e a * 
-^strength-type, his 
^ opponent's using 

speed... Lisanna's 
^ a speed-type, 
^ and hers is using 
^ strength... ^ 



Rre they 
designed to 

target our weak 
points?! 

But wait! Mira- 
chan doesn't 

have any 
weaknesses, 

r. right?! u 
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I see it. I see 
all.^ Where you 
are best, and 
where you are 

worst/ 
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Ever// 
Bickslow// 







460: The Pe^^^iui 
Thiit C^me io l^ikrth 



you could not have 
forgotten your harsh 
treatment, could you? 
But be that as it may, 

shall we remove this pest 
from the premises? ,. 



None 







of weakness 
has delayed the 
verdict, but... 











Yes, W was a * 
letdown when we got 

Ichiya instead, but now 
rm glad that tayus 

didn*t come! 

^ In other 
^ words, even 

Laxus's magic 
won't work on 

him! 



Fried, what’s 
going on?/ I’m / 
coming there 
now to back ^ 

you up/ ^ 







nnd 
these souls 

have no problem 
finding enemies 

in the fog/ 
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Thfs batOe 
iwofm 
afl of vsf 



Chiipf ei' 46tt BiiMefield 
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First Master.,. 
Let’s go back 

them up.' 

That means 
we only have 

to worry about 
the eastern and 
western forces, 

right? 





flaarg/ Why’s 
Natsu taking ofF 
on his own at a 
time like this?/ 

Again?/ 

Now that 
you mention 

it, Juvia 
hasn't seen 
him either.,. 



/ Hll others will 
j be charged with 
\ protection of 
^ thegull^y^' 

The > 
possibility 

of an enemy 
ambush 

attack still 
exists. 
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this once 
and for 
affrrrr 



Chlipf ei' 46): Bllitli 
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We are trapped 
on all four sides.,. 

So an attack on their 
supreme commander 

may end things before 
he has a chance to box 

us in completely. 
It could be an 
excellent 
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Hupi 





Rnd 
that's 

somethin' 
worth 

fighting 
fori 







1 



Natsu. 



thiiptei' 464: y$. 
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171 



is this 
magic 
power 









He burned 
the magic 
itself?/ 
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surprised/ 











Afterword 
Sorry to keep you waiting. It looks like the next volume, 

Volume 55, will be able to be released in Japan in a special edition 

that features an original animation DVD (OAD). I'm glad to say 

that this makes the lucky seventh Fairy Tail OAD made so far! The 

story of the anime will be based on a Fairy Tail short story that 

appeared in Magazine Special called "The Fairies' Penalty Game." 

It came out quite a while ago. It takes place sometime around the 

Grand Magic Games when Fairy Tail was divided up into the A team 

and the B team. The team that lost the tournament had to do some 

embarrassing things. But in the end, both teams had to combine 

into one, so things ended a bit vaguely. But in this one, the true 

winner is revealed! It's a mixture of funny and suggestive scenes, 

but in the end, it turns into an nice little story, so I hope you're 

looking forward to it! 

And, of course, there will be original scenes in the anime! 

Now, my current situation... Well, I've had to do all kinds 

of approvals on the OAD I just mentioned (including checking the 

original story over again), writing the script for the movie, and doing 

character designs, checking the novels and drawing the illustrations 

within them, checks on the spin-off manga, and checking on some 

projects that I can't talk about yet, so I've been so busy it made me 

dizzy. As the number of works based off my stuff increases, so does 

my workload. But as rough as it is, it's really fantastic, too! Hey, I 

know I'm not as young as I used to be, but recently a lot of people 

have been urging me to look after myself. I'm still pretty darned 

healthy! Actually, I'm grateful my body is doing as well as it is! 
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FROM HIRH nfiSHIHH 

Fairy Tail is becoming a stage 

play! 

When I first heard the idea, 

I thought, 'Huh? How are you 

gonna do magic and stuff?" 

But the answer they came up 

with was pretty incredible! 

As the opening night draws 

closer, my anticipation grows! 

Original Jacket Design: Hisao Ogawa 



Translation Notes: 

Japanese is tricky language for most Westerners, and translation is often more 

art than science. For your edification and reading pleasure, here are notes on 

some of the places where we could have gone in a different direction with our 

translation of the work, or where a Japanese cultural reference is used. 

Page 60, 
Nakagami Asterism 
This is the same as the Nakagami 

attack found in Volume 38. As 

previously mentioned, Nakagami, also 

known as Tenichijin or Tenitsujin, is 

the chief of the 12 Generals of Heaven 

found in the esoteric astrology of the 

famous Japanese spiritualist Abe no 

Seimei. An asterism is a star picture 

(like the big dipper) that isn't an 

official constellation. 

Page 81, Fairy dust 
Evergreen’s fairy dust seems to be 

derived from the scales on the wings 

of lepidoptera, an order of butterflies 

and moths. These scales on the wings 

can provide camouflage, or warning 

colors indicating that they are toxic 

(mimicking actual toxic animals). 

Since the wings can easily be shed, 

they provide a defense if they are try- 

ing to escape from a predator's nest 

or web. 

Page 104, Dark Ecriture 
As mentioned previously when Fried 

first used the attack in Volume 14, 

ecriture is French for "writing," so 

Fried wrote the spell to enact it. 





ypn Sale Sodnl 

This 
can’t be 

happening. 
Natsu... Natsu/ 

Natsu 
// 

Farewell 

^^tirsbrti^l 
ttv0i behirtd a 
secret held for 

years is] 
revealedf t 



-rilGri-QUALITy RAgggr 

IM^ShTAIK^ VOIUMC^ I'U 'Ne^RLr 1,000 pA^r , 
-#TRA LARGE 7")® '' TRIM SIZEfi 

ONIY ^^39.99r 

^Fairy Tail takes place in a world filled with magio 17-year-old Lucy isl^ 
\a wizard-in-training who wants to join a magic guild so^that sh^can 

become a full-fledged wizard. She dreams of joining the most famous guild, 
known as Fairy Tail. One day she nieets Natsu, a boy raised by a dragon 
which vanished when he was young. Natsu has devoted his life to finding 
his dragon father. When Natsu helps Lucy out of a tricky situation, she ^ 
discovers that he is a member of Fairy Tail, and our heroes’ adventure 
together begins^ / " 

5 Hiro Mashima/Kodansha Ltd. All rights reserved. MASTER'S EDITION 



The new adventures of 

everyone’s favorite Sky 

Dragon Slayer, Wendy 

Marvell, and her faithfu];,;^ 

/friend Carlalu^/^^ 

reserved. 

f/ft^ailablfeNpM 



IwtaptoP M 
Class troublemaker Ryu Yamada is already Having a bad day wHen He 
stumbles down a staircase along witH star student Urara SHiraisHi. 
WHen He wakes up, He realizes tHey Have switcHed bodies-and tHat 
Ryu Has tHe power to trade places witH anyone just by kissing tHem/ 
Ryu and Urara take full advantage of tHe situation to improve tHeir 
lives, but witH sucH an oddly amazing power, just How long will tHey be 
able to keep tHeir secret under wraps? 

Available now in print and digitally/ 
5 Miki Yoshikawa/Kodansha Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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TOMARE! 
7 

You're going the wrong way! 

Manga is a completely different 
type of reading experience. 

To start at the beginning, 
go to the end! 

That's right! Authentic manga is read the traditional Japanese way— 
from right to left, exactly the oppo6ite of how American books are 
read. It's easy to follow: Just go to the other end of the book and read 
each page—and each panel—from right side to left side, starting at 
the top right. Now you're experiencing manga as it was meant to be! 


